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Abstract. The paper addresses the main issues of the technology shift much needed in the construction sector of Singapore. The reason being there is a prevalent understanding that this sector invests little in information technology (IT) as compared with the other economic sectors. Essentially, the shift entails the bridging of a knowledge gap between industry and research academia. And, it is argued that a mindset change among construction practitioners will be required as a move to embrace artificial intelligence (AI) in their business and operational decisions. The recommendations put forward are that, in the short term, the knowledge gap can be filled when construction-sector organisations have acquired the basic infrastructures (or building blocks) of intelligent enterprise architecture and, in the long term, education can sustain the growth of intelligent enterprises by supplying knowledge workers to these enterprises. The research methodology comprises a postal questionnaire survey of construction-sector organisations and a review of the literature on AI in construction management.

1 Introduction

Singapore aims to become an intelligent nation in 2015 (iN2015) and is developing a 10-year master plan to grow the infoomm sector (www.in2015.sg). The broad intent is for Singapore to use infoomm technologies to enhance competitiveness of the key economic sectors and build a well-connected society. And, in order to achieve this end, the plan will have to involve identifying new possibilities for Singapore’s industries, economy and society through the innovative use of infoomm.
technologies. Long-term directions and strategies will need to be mapped for the development of the future national infocomm infrastructure, as well as the development of new infocomm clusters and enterprises and the associated manpower capabilities. On 8 March 2005, the Infocomm Development Authority of Singapore (IDA) had unveiled its fifth and most significant Infocomm Technology Roadmap (ITR5) and the next era of technologies, such as sensor technology, biocomputing, nanotechnology and other emerging technologies. The ITR5 had envisaged that the Computing and Communication Waves would be revolutionised by innovations in nano and biotechnologies so as to herald the arrival of a new Sentient Era during which context-aware sensors and intelligent agents will automate, analyse, synthesise and present personalised information to users in a proactive way.

While the Singapore Government is drawing up the intelligent nation 2015 masterplan, it is clear that new possibilities and opportunities will be created for the various economic sectors by further enhancing their infocomm technological capabilities. This paper discusses the need to bridge the knowledge gap between the industrial and research- academic sectors of the construction industry. It argues that while organisations have to acquire the basic infrastructures of intelligent enterprise architecture, the mindset of industry players has to change towards embracing artificial intelligence (AI) in their business and operational decisions.

2 Construction Industry and Potential for Technological Innovation

The construction industry is most often associated with complexity; in terms of the nature of work, management of processes, organisation of parties' relationships, and including its inter-relationship with the rest of the economy. In a recent comparison of innovation in the construction, services and manufacturing sectors in the UK [1], it was highlighted that construction, as a sector, is seen as low performing, exhibiting low rates of innovative activity [2 - 4]. Essentially, the ability to innovate can create possibilities for firms to gain competitive advantage over their industrial rivals. However, it was also noted that there is also a wide range of different factors in the industrial environment that may shape the potential for innovation by individual firms and that the nature of technological opportunities is one of them [5].

3 Building Blocks of an Intelligent Enterprise

According to Sharma and Gupta [6], enterprises need six basic building blocks for the intelligent enterprise architecture. The first building block is technology infrastructure, which enables the business to organise and access its information, regardless of its form. The second component of intelligent enterprises should have transaction processing infrastructure, which supports the daily functions of the business. The third component of intelligent enterprises is an integrating technology,
that is, data warehousing. The fourth component is decision process management, which focuses on key operational functions that are enhanced with the benefits of data warehousing. The fifth component is the analytical applications suite of the enterprise, which shapes key directional decisions that affect future business results. Finally, the sixth component includes information and knowledge delivery services.

4 Potential for Creating Intelligent Enterprises in Construction

This paper aims to establish that construction-sector organisations need to transform themselves into intelligent enterprises in order to remain relevant and competitive in a knowledge-based economy.

4.1 Data Collection

A postal questionnaire survey was conducted in 2003, targeting a total of 754 companies operating in the local construction industry in the areas of architecture, engineering, quantity surveying, property development, construction, and product manufacturing and supplies. 84 companies responded to the survey, giving the rate of response at 11.1 per cent. While the questionnaire contained a broad range of questions on information technology (IT) adoption, selected questions are related to the building blocks of an intelligent enterprise.

4.2 Data Analysis

Data from the survey had been analysed to assess the potential for construction-sector companies in Singapore becoming intelligent enterprises [7]. Here, the main objective is to examine only the potential for the larger construction companies, as classified by the number of employees and total annual sales. The premise for this study is derived from the findings of a related study by Acar et al. [8]. Their study concluded that larger-sized construction enterprises are more innovative, especially in their adoption of ICTs, as well as in the diffusion of new technologies among enterprises in this class. Eight large construction companies have been selected for the analysis and they belong to the class of companies that employs 50 to 299 persons and has an annual turnover of up to US$30 million. In the definition of small and medium enterprises (SMEs), as adapted from [9], this class of enterprises is considered as medium sized.

Results of the analysis of potential for large construction companies to become intelligent enterprises are given in Table 1.
5 Artificial Intelligence in Construction Management

On the research front, keen interests in studying the use of AI began in the eighties. Brandon [10] reviewed the historical development of expert systems in the areas of construction economics and construction management to highlight their potential and limitations. Since the early nineties, artificial neural networks (ANNs) have become popular, especially in the area of construction management. Their superiority over expert systems stems from the nature of construction problems which is of pattern recognition rather than deep reasoning about the problem elements [11]. More recently, genetic algorithms (GAs), another biological-based method, are gaining recognition in solving construction optimisation problems either alone or in combination with ANNs.

5.1 Studies on construction project management using traditional approaches and biological-based (AI) techniques

5.1.1 Planning of project resources
For construction resource estimation, mainly dealing with project time and cost, the use of stochastic simulation techniques had been prevalent since the late seventies. Carr [12] presented a simulation model for uncertainty determination of the timing of each construction activity, even when the activity durations are not independent of each other. As an integrated approach, Woolery and Crandall [13] proposed the use of a stochastic network model, based on Monte-Carlo simulation, to model the dependencies between network activities for construction scheduling. As a means to augment pre-contract planning for large and complex projects or for re-planning work in progress, the use of Monte-Carlo simulation was also proposed for developing construction resource models [14]. A suite of computer programmes, known as the Construction Project Simulator, was developed to generate simulation outputs for duration and cost predictions, and cash flow curves, based on costs, resources, weather, and productivity data [15]. Considering mathematical approaches as complex solutions to construction resource modelling, Cusack [16] presented a simplified approach to the planning and control of cost and project duration by applying heuristics to model the time-cost relationship. As a major addition to the repertoire of existing computer-based project scheduling tools, Ahuja and Nandakumar [17] developed a comprehensive model to simulate and combine the impact of the significant uncertainty variables, such as weather, space congestion, workmen absenteeism, and incorporated it in the activity duration estimates as it revises them. Further research developments in the area of project scheduling include the development of a systematic methodology for stochastic scheduling involving eight steps [18] and the formulation of a linear integer model for optimisation of project schedules to achieve the primary objective of minimising total project cost [19].

It was only in the late nineties that the capabilities of both ANNs and GAs had been explored to plan and control project time and costs. A judgment-based forecasting approach, using multiple regression techniques and ANNs, was proposed by Al-Tafttabai et al. [20] to identify schedule variances from a baseline plan for typical construction projects. It essentially uses ANNs to capture the complex nonlinear
decision-making process of project experts involved in schedule monitoring and prediction. For time-cost optimisation problems in construction planning, Li and Love [21] evaluated the performance of a basic GA system and implement modifications to the crossover and mutation operations. Besides outperforming the basic system, the improved GA system was found to be able to generate a whole class of alternative solutions close to the optimum. On the other hand, Adeli and Karim [22] adopted ANNs for solving the nonlinear optimisation problem for construction project scheduling. By varying the construction duration, one can solve the cost-duration trade-off problem, and obtain the global optimum schedule and the corresponding minimum construction cost.

5.1.2 Estimation of project cash flow
Since the mid-eighties, traditional techniques ranging from mathematical formulation of the S-curve to stochastic simulation of the patterns of construction project expenditure had been applied to estimate and predict construction cash flow. As a general approach, Tucker [23] introduced the mathematical formulation of construction cash flow curves using an analogy between the probability of failure in reliability theory and the probability of payment during construction. It permits the exploration of any function to define the payment completion rate from which the cumulative payment and payment density functions can be derived. More specifically for the post hoc examination of construction project net cash flows, Kenley and Wilson [24] proposed a model based upon the logit transformation which was found to be very flexible and capable of adapting to the wide degree of inter-project variability. In contrast with deterministic approaches, simulation of expenditure patterns of construction projects to analyse and examine their shapes was proposed by Khosrowshahi [25] as a means of facilitating mathematical models for ease of application, user involvement and user comprehension. To further improve on current standard value S-curves, Kaka and Price [26] focused their attention on cost commitment curves instead, especially to help contractors generate the value and cash-out curves at the tendering stage. The applicability of such curves was tested on several project classification criteria and curve-fitting was carried out using the logit transformation technique [27].

More recently, studies had departed from generating alternative forms of the S-curve for project budget and cost estimations to applying more sophisticated algorithms of ANNs and GAs. A neural network approach was used to identify the key management factors that affect budget performance in a construction project and develop a prediction model based on their complex relationships [28]. Adeli and Wu [29] formulated the regularisation neural network for construction cost estimation by incorporating a regularisation term in the error function to compensate for the overfitting problem and improve estimation outside the scope of available data points. The performance of this new computational model depends only on the training examples; and not on the architecture of the network, learning parameters and number of training iterations. Hegazy and Ayed [30] also used ANNs for their study on parametric cost estimation but relied on simplex optimisation and GAs to determine the network weights. Accordingly, the weights that produced the best cost prediction for the historical cases were used to find the optimum network.
5.2 Studies on construction site management using traditional approaches and biological-based (AI) techniques

5.2.1 Optimisation of site operations
On simulating construction site operations, studies had started in the late seventies which applied deterministic methods as well as stochastic or probabilistic approaches. Based on a deterministic approach, Gates and Scarpa [31] derived mathematical formulas to optimise the rate of pour that dictates formwork design, the number of uses of formwork, and the number and height of lifts. Customised simulation tools have also been developed for specific construction operations such as the SCRAPESIM for earth-moving owing to the cost significance of this activity where inaccuracies in estimating may greatly influence the profit margin of an earth-moving contractor [32]. For solving large-scale operational problems, interactive man-computer graphics systems and heuristic modelling approaches for simulation have been proposed [33]. Different applications of stochastic techniques to simulate construction activity have been described by Pilcher and Flood [34] and their review of previous and current research serves to acknowledge the potentially usefulness of computer-based simulation for construction managers in supplementing intuition and expertise. To further enhance existing simulation tools for construction operations, Paulson et al. [35] proposed a system that combines videotape data collection from field construction operations, statistical reduction and analysis of data, and computer-based simulation modelling. A more recent research had extended the boundary of simulation models to include a sensitivity analysis of the concreting operations in a set of possible resource combinations [36].

As complexity in construction operational problems increased, the use of ANNs had also been explored in the early nineties [37]. An ANN approach was proposed by Flood [38] to achieve an optimal sequencing of construction tasks with the aim of minimising production time. Based on the efficient solutions obtained in the study to the sequencing problem, he concluded on the possibility of applying ANNs to other types of operational problems such as resource allocation, material cutting and site layout. Flood [39] also illustrated with the use of a conceptual ANN model to simulate a construction process by linking network modules, representing a queuing facility, storage facility or productive resource, to design a complete network description.

5.2.2 Estimation of site productivity
Site productivity studies which adopted traditional approaches such as simulation prevailed in the mid-eighties. An interactive system for the analysis of construction operations by integrating quantity development and process simulation to estimate productivity and cost was proposed by Tavakoli [40]. By applying the learning curve theory to construction productivity, five basic mathematical models for learning curves, ranging from straight-line to exponential forms, were evaluated on estimating and predictive abilities [41]. Thomas and Yiakoamis [42] developed a factor model using multiple regression techniques to mathematically explain variability caused by the effects of temperature and relative humidity in the daily productivity data.

However, from the mid-nineties, ANNs had been used to estimate site operation productivity, as well as labour productivity. Chao and Skibniewski [43] adopted a
neural-network and observation-data-based approach to estimate the production rate for the excavation and hauling operation. Experimenting on a different construction operation, Portas and AbouRizk [44] developed a three-layered ANN with a fuzzy output structure to estimate construction productivity for concrete formwork tasks. For modelling construction labour productivity, Sonmez and Rowings [45] adopted a methodology based on regression and ANNs techniques to develop prediction models for concrete pouring, formwork and concrete finishing tasks. It has presented an approach for the evaluation of the impact of multiple factors, considered simultaneously, on labour productivity.

5.2.3 Optimisation of site equipment selection

Similarly for equipment selection, studies had adopted conventional simulation approaches in the early eighties. Woods and Harris [46] developed a truck allocation model for concrete distribution by applying computer-based simulation to obtain the most suitable combination of trucks in the fleet in order to minimise operating costs and reduce waste space from part loads. However, mathematical techniques were relied upon to propose an algorithm which can define the least expensive craneage cost for a project based on varying the type and number of cranes used during construction [47]. Both queuing theory and simulation techniques were adopted by Touran and Taher [48] to develop a model that can predict the productivity, as well as determine the optimum fleet size using sensitivity analysis, of the earth-moving operation. For materials handling, Wijesundera and Harris [49] developed a dynamic interactive simulation model to allow for varying crane type, size and location, skip size, delivery system and construction crew size to evaluate the effects on utilisation levels and costs for different methods of working.

It was only in the early nineties that biological-based (AI) methodologies had been experimented in the domain of construction equipment selection. To classify earthmoving equipment according to the speed of operation, Karshenas and Feng [50] used ANNs as a modular approach to facilitate the inclusion and removal of new and obsolete equipment considered by the network. Specifically for the optimum selection of excavating and haulage equipment in opencast mining, Haidar et al. [51] designed a decision-support system using a hybrid knowledge-based system and GAs. The knowledge base relates mainly to the selection of equipment in broad categories while the advanced GAs search techniques find the input variables that can achieve the optimal cost.

6 Summary of Main Results

The paper had addressed, firstly, the technology shift and, secondly, the knowledge shift, that are needed in the construction industry. The main results are summarised as follows:

Firstly, the survey of large construction companies had shown that they possessed very strong hardware and software capability. Also, half of them were aware of the strategic use of the technology and had formalised their IT strategy. However, computerisation of work functions, as implied from their ability to process
administrative and business (or operational) transactions, as well as digital
transmission of documents internally and externally, was only progressing in stages
therefore, this building block is not fully developed). On data warehousing, it was
unveiled that the mining of (strategic) data relating to clients’ needs and
requirements, and product or service differentiation so as to attain business
leadership was primary to such companies. However, their ability to apply intelligent
processing and analysis as a strategic decision process management function was
found to be under-developed, even though key areas had been identified (namely,
design, project and site management) where IT had added value to raising
productivity. The infrastructure for delivery of information and knowledge was also
found to be under-developed.

Secondly, having identified project and site management as two key areas where
the capability of intelligent processing and analysis of data (as a building block of an
intelligent enterprise) can be built upon, a review of the relevant literature had
provided the basis. It was acknowledged that academic research on planning (and or
optimisation) of project resources, project cash flow, site operations, site productivity
and site equipment selection began in the late eighties. Empirical studies that had
compared conventional techniques with biological-based (AI) ones have proven the
latter to be superior.

6 Conclusions and Main Recommendations

The paper concludes as follows:

a. To fill the ‘technology gap’ between traditional construction-sector
organisations and intelligent enterprises: There is a need for organisations to
have an enterprise-wide view of key business operations with the tools to
link business strategy with operational execution in order to view, manage
and act quickly and strategically.

b. To fill the ‘knowledge gap’ between the industry and research academia: It
is vital to appreciate that training and education are sustainable means to
transfer new knowledge to the industry.

Over time, it is foreseeable that the relationship between education and the
creation of intelligent enterprises will evolve into a symbiotic one when knowledge
workers become a vital resource to such organisations. In turn, a knowledge industry
provides the playing field for intelligent enterprises which then allows them to
deploy more workers who have been trained to fit into their intelligent roles
naturally.
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Table 1. A summary of the assessment of potential to become construction intelligent enterprises

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Building Block</th>
<th>Main Finding</th>
<th>Assessment of Potential to become Construction Intelligent Enterprises</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **1st Building Block:** Technology Infrastructure | On hardware  
- All (100%) of the staff use the PC or terminal at work.  
- A high percentage (80.6%) of staff has their own PC.  
- All (100%) of the companies have a LAN.  
- All (100%) of the staff use the email.  
- A very high percentage (87.5%) of staff uses Word Processing.  
- All (100%) of the staff use Spreadsheet.  
- A very high percentage (87.5%) of companies uses software for technical calculation.  
- A high percentage (75.0%) of companies uses software for time planning.  
- All (100%) of the companies have a CAD software.  
- Global connectivity  
- A high percentage (75.0%) of companies has permanent connection to the Internet.  
- A high percentage (75.0%) of companies has a Home Page.  
- Spending on technology infrastructure  
- 20% of companies spend 20% of annual turnover on IT.  
- 85.7% of companies have made investment in IT in the last 2 years. | The potential in relation to hardware technology is very strong.  
The potential in relation to software technology is very strong.  
The potential in relation to global connectivity is very strong in terms of accessibility to web-based technology.  
There is a high percentage of spending on IT by some companies; and a high percentage of them has invested in IT in the last 2 years. |
| **2nd Building Block:** Transaction Processing Infrastructure | Types of computerised functions  
- There is an even spread of companies that have indicated that both administrative and business (or technical) functions have been computerised.  
Level of computerisation of functions  
- The general level of computerisation of administrative and business functions by companies is in the moderate range (25% to 75%).  
Digital transmission of documents  
- The general level of digital transmission of documents is low.  
A moderate percentage (62.5%) of companies has indicated it would be useful to web-based applications for storage and transfer of project documents. | The potential in relation to transaction processing is moderately strong, but the general trend is towards computerising administrative functions before the business (or technical) functions. |
| **3rd Building Block:** Data Warehousing | Use of data for strategic decision  
- The link between business strategy and IT strategy is moderate. 50% of the companies have indicated they have an IT strategy in a written form.  
Types of data required for strategic business decision  
- The important performance criteria for IT strategy as a driver have been noted as satisfying customer demand and attaining business leadership. | The potential in relation to data warehousing is moderately strong and the strategic requirements for it have been identified. |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Building Block: Decision Process Management</th>
<th>Impact of IT on work processes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Characteristics that affect future business results such as speed of work, quality of documents and complexity have increased.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Productivity for core business functions (namely, design, project management, site management) has been noted to have increased by more than 10% and, hence, they will continue to lead key directional decisions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Document handling and portable/mobile systems have been noted as top areas which companies plan to increase the use of IT.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Building Block: Analytical Applications Suite</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Building Block: Information and Knowledge Delivery Services</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

The potential in relation to intelligence processing, analysis, and delivery of information and knowledge is under-developed, although the types of key operational functions that can benefit from such intelligence have been identified.